Safety plays the most important role in securing a perimeter. That is why Ameristar developed the Exodus Egress Gate to provide a secure perimeter with a gate solution that functions flawlessly and meets the latest safety standards. Designed for full functionality out-of-the-box, the Exodus Egress gate combines frame, gate and hardware into a complete system that is plug and play ready.

**COMPLETE SYSTEM**

The Exodus Egress Gate system mitigates multiple trips to the jobsite. This all-in-one gate system has all the required hardware pre-installed. Typical Exodus installations are complete within 3 simple steps, post setting followed by gate frame mounting, & final closer adjustment.
EXODUS®

PEDESTRIAN EGRESS GATE SYSTEM

MEETS IBC GROUP I-2 EGRESS REQUIREMENTS | REMOVABLE THRESHOLD | PRE-HUNG GATE ASSEMBLY

**INSTALLATION OPTIONS**

- Flange Mount - Single
- Flange Mount - Double


**INFILL OPTIONS**

- Perforated Metal
- X-Span Modified
- 1" Picket w/ Expanded Metal
- 1" Picket w/ Perforated Metal
- Impasse Pale w/ Expanded Metal (Anti-Scale Available)
- Impasse Pale w/ Perforated Metal (Anti-Scale Available)

**HARDWARE SETS**

Exodus Egress Gates come pre-installed with a specific hardware set. There are seven hardware set options available, see full catalog for details. The various hardware options include a gate closer, exit device and pull or trim handle set. Exodus Double includes left and right hand hardware sets.
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